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Cloud YARN resource provisioning for
task-batch based workflows with deadlines
Xiaoping Li, Senior Member, IEEE, Zhicheng Cai,Student Member, IEEE, Rubén Ruiz
Abstract—To meet the dynamic workload requirements in widespread task-batch based workflow applications, we developed the cloud
YARN (C-YARN) architecture by integrating the YARN platform with cloud computing. The C-YARN could provision flexible resources.
In terms of depths and functions, tasks of different task-batches were merged to task-units. Based on task-units, a unit-aware deadline
division method was investigated for properly dividing workflow deadlines to task deadlines to minimize the utilization of rented intervals.
Considering different factors affecting time slot allocation, several rules were introduced for scheduling tasks with the task deadlines.
A rule-based task scheduling method was presented for allocating tasks to time slots of rented Virtual Machines (VMs) with a task
right shifting operation and a weighted priority composite rule. A Unit-aware Rule-based Heuristic (URH) was proposed for elastically
provisioning VMs to task-batch based workflows to minimize the rental cost in C-YARN. Effectiveness of the proposed URH methods
was verified by comparing them against two adapted existing algorithms for similar problems on some realistic workflows.
Index Terms—cloud computing, workflow scheduling, resource provisioning, task-batch, interval based pricing model.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
TASK-BATCH based workflows are more general thantraditional ones [1], [2]. They are widespread in
many fields, especially in data analysis applications,
such as mobile applications, e-commerce and scientific
research (which often process large volumes of data
through a series of connected operations [3]). In order
to speed up the process for each operator, data is par-
titioned and processed by multiple parallel tasks which
form a task-batch. For an application, the flow of differ-
ent operations forms a workflow which is composed of
many dependent task-batches (it becomes a traditional
workflow if there is only one task in each task-batch).
Workflows with such specified network structures are
called task-batch based workflows. A typical example
is the Fake-License Plate Detecting application (FLPD).
FLPD is applied to detect cars with fake-license plates by
analysing data obtained from road cameras. The FLPD
consists of six dependent operations (Data partition,
Record generation, Reducing by locations, Abnormity
detection, Result combination and Final combination)
as shown in Figure 1. Multiple parallel tasks of each
operation form a task-batch. For example, v2, v3, v4 and
v5 generate transportation records from different data
partitions obtained from the same district and they form
a task-batch.
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Hadoop 1.0 based systems [4], [5] are not ideal plat-
forms for task-batch based workflow applications. A
MapReduce job [6] is usually adopted to process data
partitions of one or more task-batches and the whole
workflow might consist of many different MapReduce
jobs. However, an on-demand cluster (Hadoop 1.0) [4]
for MapReduce jobs cannot be resized until the tasks
on it are all completed, incurring many idle nodes while
processing slimmer stages (light workload) [4]. As stated
in [4]: only one reduce task being executed in a node is
enough to prevent claiming back the cluster while this
is at the same time common, i.e., resources of different
MapReduce clusters are hard to be shared to improve the
utilization of resources. At the same time, MapReduce
is not a suitable programming framework to describe
workflow-based logics.
Recently, several more flexible cluster management
systems (such as YARN [4] and Mesos [7]) have been
developed. YARN gives the possibility of choosing more
appropriate programming frameworks such as Dryad
[8] and designing efficient task scheduling strategies ac-
cording to application characteristics. Dryad allows users
to specify arbitrary Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)
to describe the application’s logic such as data com-
munication patterns among different task-batches. Un-
like adopting multiple separate on-demand Hadoop 1.0
clusters, resources of YARN with Dryad can be shared
among task-batches of the same application to improve
the utilization of rented Virtual Machines (VMs) [9].
Existing studies such as Tabaa et al. [5] usually adopted
local clusters or private clouds as the resource pool
for YARN, which had fixed capacities. However, task-
batch based workflow applications always take hours
or days to process large volumes of data. In different
stages of task-batch based workflows, workloads change
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Fig. 1. An example of the task-batch based workflow
trying to migrate their applications to commercial public
clouds in order to achieve adaptive capacities. Cardosa
et al. [10] and Chen et al. [11] investigated scheduling of
dynamically built MapReduce clusters based on virtual
machines (VMs) to increase energy efficiency and to
minimize cost. However, the MapReduce framework is
not suitable for dynamic workload situations. Therefore,
we proposed the cloud YARN (C-YARN) with DAG
based programming framework for task-batch based
workflows which was an extension of YARN by adding
support of renting resources from clouds to YARN.
Cloud resources were elastically provisioned in terms of
dynamic workloads.
Developing smart algorithms to help application users
request (or release) resources from (or to) public clouds
and minimizing the resource rental cost are crucial to
optimally provision cloud resources to applications in
the considered C-YARN system. For such applications,
tasks in the same batch usually have the same function-
ality (or operation) and the same software requirements.
Tasks of different batches with the same functionality
are merged to a single task-unit. Tasks of a task-unit
can be executed in parallel to accelerate the execution
process. They can also be fulfilled sequentially to im-
prove the utilization of rented time intervals when the
deadline is not very tight. In other words, tasks are
executed by task-groups according to the number of
rented virtual machines. Tasks of each task-group are
sequentially executed on the same virtual machine. The
size of a task-group is called clustering granularity as
in [12]. Because the number of rented machines cannot
be determined in advance (i.e., the involved data cen-
ter has an elastic capacity) in C-YARN, the clustering
granularity is scalable. Actually, the more sequenced
tasks there are, the larger possibility of maximizing the
utilization of the rented intervals (minimize the final
rental cost). In other words, the final rental cost is closely
related to clustering granularity. However, the scalable
clustering granularity is constrained by task deadlines
while task deadlines are determined by the workflow
deadline. Therefore, it is essential to properly divide the
workflow deadline to task deadlines to obtain proper
clustering granularities, which improve the utilization
of rented time intervals and minimize the rental cost in
the elastic C-YARN. In existing methods for traditional
workflows such as those proposed by Byun et al. [9],
Mao et al. [13], Abrishami et al. [1] and Durillo et al.
[2], task deadlines were generated for tasks separately
without considering task-batches. If these methods were
applied to task-batch based workflows, imbalance tasks
deadlines would be resulted. For example, tight task
deadlines miay be allocated to task-batches consisting
of many short tasks or extremely loose task deadlines
may be assigned to task-batches with fewer long tasks,
which all lead to a lower utilization of rented intervals.
In this paper, a Unit-aware Rule-based Heuristic
(URH) was proposed which distributed the workflow
deadline to competitive task-units. The URH guided C-
YARN users to rent the appropriate type and number
of resources from public clouds and to schedule tasks
to appropriate time slots on the rented virtual machines
minimizing the VM rental cost. Key contributions we
made in this paper were summarized as follows:
(i) Integrating cloud computing and the YARN platfor-
m, the C-YARN platform was presented for task-
batch based workflows. C-YARN provisioned re-
sources elastically .
(ii) A unit-aware deadline division method was devel-
oped for properly dividing the workflow deadline
into task deadlines. Scalable clustering granularities
of task-units were obtained which improved the
utilization of rented time intervals.
(iii) A rule-based task scheduling strategy was pro-
posed for the deadline constrained tasks. A unit-
aware rule-based heuristic was investigated for the
C-YARN resource provisioning problem in task-
batch based workfolws.
The rest of the paper was organized as follows. Section
2 gave the related work and the problem was described
in detail in Section 3. Section 4 presented the proposed
heuristic which was evaluated in Section 5. Section 6
concluded the paper.
2 RELATED WORK
Performance optimization of MapReduce and DAG based
scheduling [14] on dedicated clusters with fixed ca-
pacities has been studied extensively in the literature.
For example, algorithms for MapReduce mainly focused
on improving system performances, such as makespan
minimization [15] and energy saving [16]. For DAG
based tasks, many researchers considered the improve-
ment of system performances of distributed systems
with fixed capacities, such as [17]–[21]. In traditional
service-oriented computing, resources could be dynam-
ically provisioned as services to workflow applications
[22]–[24]. They used economic models which were dif-
ferent from those in public clouds. For example, cloud
resources were usually priced by intervals and were
shareable among tasks of the same workflow while
services in service-oriented computing were priced per
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task. Therefore, algorithms for private cluster or service-
oriented computing are not suitable for task-batch based
workflow scheduling in public clouds.
Since most companies and research institutes lack
resources to operate large private clouds, studies on
provisioning resources for MapReduce and DAG-based
applications in public clouds are of great interest. For
example, Chen et al. [11] proposed a method to help
users make decisions about resource provisioning for
running MapReduce programs in public clouds. Perfor-
mance of MapReduce (Hadoop) on a 100-node cluster
of Amazon EC2 with various levels of parallelism was
studied by Jiang et al [25]. The Balanced Time Scheduling
(BTS) algorithm, proposed by Byun et al. [26], minimized
the client-oriented resource renting cost of DAG-based
applications. BTS was based on the assumption that
there was a fixed number of homogeneous resources
during the whole workflow execution horizon. In a later
work by Byun et al. [9], the Partitioned Balanced Time
Scheduling (PBTS) was developed for elastic resource
provision patterns, which found the minimum number
of resources for each time partition rather than the
whole workflow execution horizon. However, it still
assumed that homogeneous resources were used, i.e.,
only one kind of VM existed in the system. Recently,
Mao et al. [13] proposed an approach to support the
running of workflow applications on auto-scale cloud
VMs, which took advantage of deadline division and
task consolidation. Abrishami et al. [1] and Juan et al.
[2] considered the resource provisioning of scientific
workflows with heterogeneous resources in IaaS (Infras-
tructure as a Service) clouds. In order to mitigate effects
of performance variation of cloud resources, Calheiros et
al. [27] proposed an algorithm that used the idle time of
provisioned resources and budget surplus to replicate
tasks. They considered the data transfer among tasks
and choices among multiple types of VMs. However, the
operating system loading time and the software setup
time were not considered. In our previous work [28], a
Multiple-Rules based Heuristic (MRH) was developed to
provision resources to workflow applications, in which
the data locality and software locality were all con-
sidered. These works were all designed for traditional
workflows without considering task-batches.
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one existing
work [6] on resource provisioning for task-batch based
workflows. There each task-batch was considered as a
whole and executed by a cluster (traditional Hadoop 1.0)
with a specific number of VMs determined by its modes.
Resources of each task-batch could not be released until
the whole task-batch is finished (this is common in
traditional Hadoop 1.0 clusters), which led to a low
resource utilization.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1 The C-YARN system
In this paper, we introduced the C-YARN system for
task-batch based workflow applications by deploying
the existing YARN to public clouds, which included
two roles: the cloud provider and the cloud user. The
IaaS cloud provider supplied Virtual Machines (VMs)
to cloud users. Cloud users rented VMs from cloud
providers to establish their own C-YARN systems to
serve their applications. Distinct from the traditional
YARN system built on local clusters described in [4],
there was an additional component the Elasticity Con-
troller (EC) in the Resource Manager (RM) of the C-
YARN as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the developed C-YARN
The EC of the RM was in charge of fulfilling the
request of workflow applications in the system by dy-
namically renting and releasing resources from and to
public clouds. Whenever a task-batch based workflow
was submitted to the C-YARN system, the RM created an
Application Master (AM) for the application which was
in charge of managing all life-cycle aspects including
dynamic resource scaling, data flow management and
fault handling, etc. The most important component in
the AM was the AMScheduler in charge of making
dynamic resource consumption plans (issued Resource
Requests to the RM) and scheduling tasks to the received
containers (built on virtual machines in this paper) ac-
cording to specific applications. In this paper, heuristics
were designed for the AMScheduler to provision VMs
to the task-batch based workflows. The objective was
to minimize the total VM rental cost while meeting the
workflow deadline D.
3.2 Task-batch based workflow applications
Different types of Virtual Machines (with distinct prices)
are provided by many commercial clouds, in which
interval-based (monthly, hourly or minute) pricing mod-
els are offered. The whole interval is paid even if only
part of the interval is used. For example, Table 1 shows
details of different VM types at Amazon EC2. Let Pδ be
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the price of VM type δ per interval unit. L is the pricing
interval length. A task-batch based workflow is defined
by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) G = {V,E} and a set
B. V = {v0, v1, . . . , vN+1} is the set of all tasks where the
source node v0 and the sink node vN+1 are dummy nodes.
E = {(i, j)|i < j} is the precedence constraints of tasks
(such as data transfer dependencies), the arc (i, j) indi-
cates that vj cannot start until vi completes. Pi represents
the immediate predecessor set of vi. B = {B0, B1, . . . , BQ}
is the set of task-batches, in which Bi is the ith task-
batch. The depth of vi is defined as the minimum number
of nodes (tasks) along the path from v0 to vi, e.g., the
depth of v2 of the workflow shown in Figure 1 is 3.
Tasks of the same task-batch have the same depth. For
the workflow in Figure 1, B = {B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, ...}
in which batches B0 = {v2, v3, v4, v5}, B1 = {v6, v7, v8},
B2 = {v9, v10, v11}, etc.
Different types of VMs have different configurations,
which are suitable for different types of tasks, e.g., high-
CPU VM instances for computational-intensive tasks.
We let T ei,δ denote the execution time of task vi on VM
instances of type δ. The fact that execution times of tasks
are different on various VM instances makes allocation
very difficult. Several existing methods [29], [30] can
be used to estimate execution times. Though sometimes
cloud providers limit each user the amount of rented re-
sources, we can still obtain sufficient amount of resources
from multiple clouds. Therefore, it is reasonable to as-
sume that there is no limitation on the amount of VM
instances. Besides execution times of tasks, data transfer
times are non-negligible. In fact, data transferring among
tasks is always time-consuming and is dependent on
the volume of data and the system network bandwidth
wB. Because VM instances are usually rented from the
same data center of a cloud provider, we assume that
bandwidths of different VM instances are the same.
Zi,j denotes the volume of intermediate data transferred
from vi to vj . Different system software (such as the op-
erating system, middle-ware and professional software
components) are required to execute tasks, which need
times to setup (including VM image transfer times, OS
loading times, professional software downloading and
installing times). In this paper, we assume that VM setup
times for the same type of VM instances are equal (which
can be estimated according to experiences). Tmδ denotes
the VM setup time for the VM type δ, $i being the
software component for vi with the setup time T$i .
3.3 Challenges for the problem under study
In this paper, we considered the C-YARN resource
provisioning problem for task-batch based workflows.
Though resource provisioning for task-batch based
workflows was studied in our previous work [6] using
Hadoop 1.0 clusters, there are many new challenges for
this problem using the proposed C-YARN platform. The
main challenges are:
(i) In C-YARN, cloud resources are dynamically provi-
sioned to adapt dynamic workload demands in dif-
ferent stages of task-batch based workflows. Adap-
tive workflow deadline division is required to prop-
erly divide workflow deadlines to task deadlines.
(ii) Execution modes of task-batches in this paper are
adaptively determined involving in many factors
(such as the number of tasks in each task-unit, task
processing times, the pricing interval length and the
deadline division method). In [6], execution modes
were predefined.
(iii) Task-batches in C-YARN are decomposable and
they are regrouped into task-groups for execution
with scalable clustering granularity. The cluster-
ing granularity closely depends on the number of
rented Virtual Machines which is the optimization
objective. Task-batches in [6] are undecomposable
and each task-batch was scheduled as a whole.
Therefore, workflow deadline division for task-
level scheduling in this paper is much more com-
plicated than that for batch-level scheduling in [6].
4 PROPOSED HEURISTIC
To minimize the total VM rental cost, all tasks of a
workflow application are scheduled with the workflow
deadline D and tasks’ precedence constraints. Similar
to existing workflow scheduling, there are two phas-
es in the resource provisioning problem under study
in this paper: deadline division and task scheduling.
Workflow deadlines are divided into task deadlines with
which tasks are scheduled. There are many factors exert
influences on the two phases, such as the complexity
of workflows (precedence constraints between tasks),
task types (task-batches or tasks), and resource pricing
models (priced by per usage or time intervals). Because
of the above challenges, existing workflow scheduling
algorithms [6], [22], [28], [31] are not suitable for resource
provisioning for task-batch based workflows in C-YARN.
In this paper, a Unit-aware Rule-based Heuristic
(URH) was developed for the problem under study. We
called the amount of time distributed to a task as the task
float duration (TFD), that distributed to or a task-unit
as the task-unit float duration (UFD). Estimated wasted
cost (EWC) was defined as the total of the wasted rental
cost of unused fractions on the rented intervals and the
software setup cost of a task-unit with a given execution
mode. The URH mainly consisted of the following two
steps:
(i) The workflow deadline D was divided into task
deadlines in terms of task-units. Task-batches with
the same depth and function were merged to a task-
unit. Then, UFDs were initialized by the cheapest
then slowest VM types. If the length of the critical
path generated by the UFDs was longer than D,
some tasks were reassigned to faster VM types.
Next, D was distributed to competitive task-units




Configurations and Prices (per hour) for VMs at Amazon EC2
VM Type Configuration Price
Normal type
Small (N S) 1.7 GB MEM, 1 EC2 CU $0.06
Medium (N M) 3.75 GB MEM, 2 EC2 CU $0.12
Large (N L) 7.5 GB MEM, 4 EC2 CU $0.24
Extra Large(N EL) 15 GB MEM, 8 EC2 CU $0.48
High-memory type
Extra Large (M EL) 17.1 GB MEM 6.5 EC2 CU $0.41
Double Extra Large (M DEL) 34.2 GB MEM 13 EC2 CU $0.82
Quadruple Extra Large (M QEL) 68.4 GB MEM 26 EC2 CU $1.64
High-CPU type
Medium (C M) 1.7 GB MEM 5 EC2 CU $0.145
Extra Large (C EL) 7 GB MEM 20 EC2 CU $0.58
(ii) Tasks were scheduled to time slots of rented VMs
with task deadline constraints. Tasks were selected
based on their priorities while meeting the topo-
logical requirements. Time slots for the tasks were
determined by an introduced right shifting opera-
tion and a weighted composite rule.
4.1 Task-unit generation
Utilization of rented resource intervals could be im-
proved by combining or consolidating tasks (either inter-
or intra-batches) with the same depth and functionality.
All tasks in a task-batch based workflows were merged
to task-units according to their depths and functionalities
while their logical precedence constraints among them
were still kept, i.e., there were precedence constraints
between task-units. Basically, tasks of the same task-unit
were allocated to the same deadline. For example, tasks
of B0 and B3 in Figure 1 had the same depth and the
same functionality. They were merged to task-unit u1.
Though the task depth of B6 was identical to that of
B0, different kinds of software were needed. Therefore,
B0 and B6 were not consolidated to a task-unit. Other
consolidated task-units were shown in Figure 1 labeled
by rectangles. Tasks of each task-unit were assigned the
same deadline. These dependent task-units competed for
the time interval [0, D].
A larger UFD usually meant a higher possibility of
serializing more tasks, choosing more suitable types of
VMs and consolidating tasks more freely. However, a
larger UFD of task-unit u also usually led to smaller
UFD of its predecessor or successor task-units. In other
words, there were many strategies for allocating the
time interval [0, D] to task-units. Different strategies had
various impacts on the final resource rental cost, which
gave different opportunities to task serialization and
consolidation of task-units. Therefore, it was crucial to
determine how much time (UFD) was allocated to each
task-unit under the D constraint.
4.2 Unit-aware deadline division
Based on the generated task-units, the workflow dead-
line D was distributed to UFDs. TFDs were obtained
in terms of UFDs. The earliest finish times of tasks
were calculated by TFDs and they were regarded as the
final task deadlines. In this paper, a unit-based dead-
line division method was proposed which determined
execution modes of task-units. Task-batch attributes (the
number of tasks, task execution times and task execution
requirements), the length of the adopted pricing interval
and deadline competition between task-batches were
taken into account in order to distribute the workflow
deadline properly.
4.2.1 Estimated wasted cost
Generally, distributing the same UFD to different task-
units exerts a great influence on the final rental cost. We
adopted the estimated wasted cost (EWC) to measure of
the benefit of assigning a UFD to a task-unit. For a task-
unit u, a given VM type δ and a given UFD σ was called
an execution mode Υδ,σ of u. For each Υδ,σ, the minimum
number of needed VMs and rented intervals for u were
estimated based on the assumption that all VMs were
newly rented and only tasks of u were scheduled to
them. During the estimation procedure, task processing
times of the task-unit were supposed to be identical,
which were equal to the largest task processing time of
the task-unit. For each VM instance, only the software
setup time of the first task was taken into account. Figure
3 showed an example of the estimation of the minimum
number of VM instances and rented intervals in which
there were five tasks with the largest processing time of
20s on M EL VMs and a given UFD of 80. Three M EL
VMs were needed and one time interval was newly
rented on each VM instance when the software setup
time was 10s. We defined that the EWC of u with the
execution mode Υδ,σ was the total of the wasted rental
cost of unused fractions on the rented intervals and the









where T eu,δ was the total processing time of unit u, Mmu,δ,σ
and Imu,δ,σ were the minimum number of VM instances
and rented intervals for Υδ,σ respectively. gσ was a binary
variable. If σ≤L, gσ=1. Otherwise, gσ=0, i.e., when σ>L,
only the software setup cost was considered as the EWC.















Fig. 3. Estimating the minimum numbers of VM instances
and rented intervals for a given mode and UFD.
10)−20×5]+10×3}×0.41/120=0.89. A larger EWC usually
means a lower utilization of rented intervals. Minimizing
task-unit EWSs was therefore the optimization objective
of the designed deadline division method.
4.2.2 UFD initialization
Initially, tasks chose VM types with the cheapest execu-
tion costs (if there were more than one VM type with
the same execution cost, the one with the minimum
EWC was chosen to break the tie), based on which UFDs
were initialized. The execution cost of task vi on the VM
type δ was defined as ci,t=T ei,δ×Pδ/L without considering
the waste resulting from interval based pricing models.
Initially, the VM type with the cheapest execution cost
was preferred for each task because a cheaper execution
cost generally meant a higher match between the task
and the VM type. For example, the execution time of
a computation-intensive task on a high-memory VM
was much longer than that on a high-CPU VM while
the high-memory VM might not be cheaper than the
high-CPU VM. Therefore, cheaper execution costs were
translated into higher execution efficiency. Though better
configured VMs had higher prices, execution cost could
be the same because task execution was accelerated
and the execution time was saved, e.g., task execution
costs on the M QEL, M DEL, M EL VMs might be the
same. In this paper, the slowest VM type (usually the
cheapest price per hour) was preferred because it helped
to reduce the EWC. The reason for this was that it needed
to consolidate more tasks to fully use the rented time
intervals for better configured VMs.
The slowest VM type was chosen from the cheapest
ones as the initial VM type for each task vi, which is la-
beled by δ′i . We called such VM type selection strategy as
the cheapest-slowest selection (CSS for short) rule. Since
tasks of the same task-unit had the same functionality
and the same VM type preference, the current VM type
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Since all tasks in task-unit u used the same software, we
let T$u be the software setup time, i.e., T$u =T$i , ∀vi∈u.







In addtion, the TFD σvi of task vi was initialized as σvi=
σu, vi∈u.
4.2.3 UFD adjustment
After the initialization, the critical path generated by
TFDs might be longer than the workflow deadline D.
Some tasks on the critical path were needed to adjust
by reassigning faster VM types to shorten the critical
path. For a given task vi, the current VM type δ
′
i was
updated to the next slowest VM type δ′′i using the CSS
rule. At the same time, VM types of all the tasks of the
task-unit were updated, i.e., δ′′u =δ
′′
i (vi∈u) and the UFD
of u was updated to σ′u=T lu,δ′′u +T
$











. For each task-unit u, we defined the
increased ratio ru as follows, which was the ratio of the
increased EWC to the reduced UFD when the VM type






If there is no faster VM type for u, ru is set as +∞.
The current TFDs determined a critical path CP . We
let UCP be the set of task-units with with at least one
task on CP . Based on the calculated increased ratios,
some UFDs were adjusted if the length of CP was longer





′ was the minimal among
UCP . If there was more than one task-units with the
same minimal increased ratio, the one with the largest
EWC was selected to break the tie. If there was no u′
satisfying the two conditions, no feasible solution could
be found. Otherwise, the next slowest VM type is chosen
by the CSS rule and σ
u
′ was updated by Equation (3). In
addition, task TFDs of u′ were updated and a new critical
path CP ′ was generated. If the length of CP ′ is longer
than D, the procedure was iterated until the length of the
critical path was not longer than D. The UFD adjustment
algorithm was formally described in Algorithm 1.
4.2.4 Adaptive workflow deadline division for task-units
The UFD initialization and adjustment procedures gen-
erated TFDs with a pessimistic way. The UFD of each
task-unit u was assumed to be the largest processing
time of its tasks under the VM type determined above.
In addition, all tasks of u was supposed to be executed in
parallel, i.e., the clustering granularity was 1. Therefore,
there were many gaps between the earliest and the latest
finish times of tasks in most of the time. An example
was shown in Figure 4. EWCs of task-units could be
decreased by distributing these gaps to UFDs (such as
{v4, v5, v6} and {v9, v10, v11}).
In this paper, we proposed a new iterated gap dis-
tributing method which decreased task-unit EWCs by
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Algorithm 1: UFD Adjustment Algorithm (UAA)
1 begin





4 for each u∈UCP do
5 Calculate ru with Equation (4);









7 if u′ 6= null then
8 Find the next slowest VM type δ′′[1] for the
first task v[1]∈u
′ using the CSS rule;














′ using Equation (3);




15 return No feasible solution.
16 Update the new critical path CP and UCP by





























Task units Latest finish timesEarliest finish times
Fig. 4. An example of gaps for UFD increasing
increasing UFDs and kept VM types unchanged. In every
iteration, we selected a task-unit u and increased the









where nu∈{1, 2, 3, ..., λu} and λu was the number of tasks
in u. Using this way of increasing UFDs, the minimum





5 showed an example of calculating EWCs when nu
ranged from 1 to 5. It was assumed that the length of
the pricing interval was 120 seconds and the price of
M EL was 0.41 per interval. There were five tasks in unit
u={v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. For simplification, processing times
of all tasks were assumed to be 30 seconds (T lu,M EL=30)
and the software setup time T$i , i∈{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} was 10
seconds. Figure 5 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) showed the
procedure of estimating the minimum number of VM
Algorithm 2: Largest Return-Rate First (LRRF)
1 begin
2 Initialize F←∅;
3 for each u∈U do
4 Calculate ϕu according to Equation (6);















′ according to Equation (5);















′ according to Equation (6);








instances for nu=1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. According










was a non-increasing function
of nu according to Equation (5). Since different task-units
had different EWC functions, different EWCs were de-
creased by allocating the same length of gap to different





u−σu=T lu,δ′u ), the decreasing speed of the EWC of u




In terms of the obtained return-rates, all gaps were
distributed to task-units by the proposed Largest Return-
rate First method (LRRF). Initially, nu=1 for all task-
units. Return-rates of all task-units were calculated ac-
cording to Equation (6). The task-unit u′ with the largest
return-rate was chosen. We updated the UFD σ
u
′ using




′ +1. If the length of the critical
path determined by the new TFDs was longer than D, it
meant that the UFD increasing of u′ resulted in a dead-





In addition, u′ was added to the tabu task-unit set F,
of which task-units’ UFDs could not be increased any
more. Otherwise, the return-rate ϕ
u
′ was updated. Note
that, there were no change on return-rates of the other
task-units (except u′ ). Then, the task-unit with the largest
return-rate in U/F was chosen as u′ and we repeated the
above process. If no task-unit was chosen, the procedure
terminated. The procedure LRRF was formally described
in Algorithm 2.
After increasing UFDs using Algorithm 2, we further
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Fig. 5. Calculating EWCs
times to all tasks of the task-batch based workflow in
proportion to their current TFDs and the TFDs were
updated. Based on the updated TFDs, the earliest finish
times of tasks were set as task deadlines, which were
constraints for the following task scheduling problem.
4.3 Rule-based task scheduling
In this paper, we proposed a rule-based task scheduling
strategy (RTSS). Tasks constrained by the obtained task
deadlines were scheduled to appropriate time slots of ex-
isting or newly rented VM instances. Tasks were sched-
uled according to the topological order of the workflow.
RTSS first got the task to be scheduled. Each task selected
the appropriate time slot in terms of a hybrid rule which
was based on four rules. By a right shifting method, tasks
were scheduled to the best positions of the selected time
slots.
The next task to be schedule was selected in terms of
the following rules: Task-units with the smallest depth
had the highest priority. If there are more than one task-
units having the same depth (with different functional-
ity), the task-unit with the largest total processing time
had the highest priority. In the same task-unit, the task
with the largest processing time is selected first. Let V R
be the set of ready tasks (all of their predecessors were
scheduled).
Let ΨviI be the set of time slots available (in the
interval from the earliest start time to the deadline of
vi) for task vi in the VM set I. If vi was assigned to
the VM instance to which time slot s belonged, xvi,s=1;
otherwise, xvi,s=0. The data transfer time of task vj
on time slot s was T dvj,s=maxi∈Pj{Zi,j(1−xvi,s)/w
B}. The
bandwidth was assumed to be infinitely large and the
data transfer time was 0 if the two tasks were on the
same VM instance. In other words, only the data transfer
between different VM instances was considered. If a new
VM was needed to launch at time slot s, ys=1; otherwise,
ys=0. Let Tms be the VM setup time for slot s. We obtained
Tms =ysT
m
δ . If vi was assigned to a time slot s without
software $i, zi,s=0; otherwise, zi,s=1. T$vi,s=(1−zi,s)T$i
was the software setup time of task vi on time slot s.
To reduce the number of total newly rented intervals,
the selected task vi needing more than one newly rented
time interval was tried to perform the right shifting on
each time slot in ΨviI . Initially, vi started at the earliest
available start time on each time slot. It was tried to
right shifted to start at the beginning of the second
newly rented interval. Figure 6 illustrated an example
of a reduction in the number of newly rented intervals
by task right shifting, in which the scheduled v1 was
the only predecessor of v2. The earliest start time of v2
was 40. When calculating the combined priority value
on a new high-CPU VM instance (C EL), two intervals
were newly rented when v2 was assigned to start at 40
as shown in Figure 6 (a). If v2 was moved right to start at
60, only one interval was needed, which was shown in
Figure 6 (b). As a result, before calculating the priority
value of a time slot, it should be tested to see whether
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Fig. 6. Task right shifting
Time slots allocation is affected by several factors, such
as the number of newly rented intervals, the price per
interval, the execution time, the data transfer time, the
software setup time, the VM loading time, the length-
match between the task processing time and the length
of the remaining rented intervals, and the utilization of
rented intervals. These factors interact with each other
[28]. Taking into account these factors, four rules were
introduced to the RTSS. The first three were identical to
those proposed in [28], which were described as follows.
(i) FNIF (Fewest amount of newly rented time inter-
vals first): Let Rsvi denote the number of newly
rented intervals when vi is assigned to s∈ΨviI . R̄svi is
the maximum number of time intervals needed by






T$i,s)/Le+1 where δs is the VM type of s. The priority





(ii) LACF (Lowest Actual Cost First): The actual cost









priority value of this rule is normalized as βsvi=
Csvi/maxś∈ΨviI





(iii) BMF (Best match between the slot length and the
task processing time first): The matching of the




/(2×L) where W svi is the remaining time
(new produced smaller fractions) of vi on s. The
smallest γsvi the first.
These rules are effective for task scheduling in work-
flows [28]. However, most parts of rented intervals were
wasted because of the task deadline constraints for some
cases. For example, in Figure 7, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6 and v7
belonged to unit uk of which tasks had a unified deadline
of 78 and the pricing interval was assumed to be 60. v1
was the predecessor of all tasks in uk. In Figure 7 (a), v1,
v2 and v3 were scheduled tasks and v4 was the current
ready task. When v4 was scheduled, there were two
choices: i) Rent a new interval on M EL 1 and assign
v4 just following v3 as shown in Figure 7 (b). ii) Rent a
new VM instance and assign v4 at the finish time of v1
as shown in Figure 7 (c). According to the above three
rules, the first choice was preferred because of the lower
processing cost and better matching. However, most
parts of the newly rented interval on M EL 1 in Figure 7
(b) cannot be reused by later tasks of unit uk because of
the task deadlines. Another new VM instance M EL 2
must be rented for v5, v6 and v7. Therefore, the maximal
predicted utilization first (MPUF) rule was proposed:
We tried to pre-schedule as many as possible tasks in
the task-unit to the newly rented interval to maximize
utilization. The rate of unused fractions was called the
predicted waste rate of the newly rented interval. For
the example in Figure 7 (b), the fraction after v4 was
wasted since no more tasks of uk could be assigned to
it because of the task deadlines. In Figure 7 (c), after v4
was assigned, v5 could still be pre-scheduled after v4. It
was clear that the utilization of the rented intervals in
Figure 7 (c) was significantly higher than that in Figure
7 (b). Let ξsvi be the predicted waste rate for vi on slot.
Since different rules had various advantages, we pro-









The rule-based task scheduling method was formally





of the type δ′i was first added to the
data center I temporally. Then we updated the earliest
start time ESTvi of vi and the set of candidate time slots
Ψ
vi
I . For each time slot, it was tested to see whether vi
could be right shifted to reduce the number of newly
rented intervals. Then, the combined priority value ψsvi
on each time slot was calculated by Equation (7) and the
time slot s′ with the highest priority was chosen. Next, vi
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Fig. 7. Waste prediction on the rented intervals.




was removed from the data
center if it was not chosen. Finally, we updated V R by
adding tasks of which the predecessors were scheduled
and got the next ready task. The procedure iterated until
all tasks were scheduled.
Algorithm 3: RTSS(a,b,c,d) /*Rule-based Task
Scheduling Strategy*/
1 begin
2 Initialize V R←{v0} and s
′← null ;
3 vi←Get the next ready task from V R;
4 while vi 6= null do









8 foreach s in ΨviI do
9 Perform task right shifting on s;











14 Assign vi to s




from I if it
is not used;
15 Update V R;
16 vt←Get the next ready task from V R;
17 return
4.4 Proposed Unit-aware Rule-based Heuristic
Based on the above procedures, the proposed unit-aware
rule-based heuristic (URH) was formally described as
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Algorithm 4: Unit-aware Rule-based Heuristic (URH)
1 begin
2 Combine tasks into task-units by the task-unit
generation process;




6 Distribute gaps to tasks in proportion to their
TFDs;
7 Calculate the earliest finish times of tasks by
TFDs and set them as task deadlines;
8 Call RTSS(a, b, c, d);
9 return
Algorithm 4. At first, tasks were merged into task-units
according to their depths and functions. UFDs of the
task-units were initialized by the cheapest and slowest
VM types. Then, the UAA was called to adjust configu-
rations of some task-units to obtain feasible UFDs. The
LRRF procedure was conducted to fully decrease EWCs
of all task-units by increasing their UFDs. Next, if there
were still gaps, they were distributed to tasks in propor-
tion to their TFDs. The earliest finish times of tasks were
refreshed by the current TFDs. By adopting the earliest
finish times as task deadlines, tasks were scheduled to
appropriate time slots by the RTSS procedure.
The time complexity of the URH mainly depended on
three parts, i.e., the UAA, the LRRF and the RTSS. In
the UAA, time complexities of generating critical paths,
calculating increased ratios and adjusting configuration
of a task-units were O(N2), O(N) and O(M) respectively.
There were at most N×M iterations at Step 2 of the UAA
because each task could be updated M times at most.
Therefore, the time complexity of UAA was O(MN3).
For the LRRF, the time complexity of calculating the
return-rate of all task-units was O(N). The UFD of each
task-unit u could be increased λu times, i.e., all units
could be increased N times at most. Therefore, the time
complexity of LRRF was O(N3). The time complexity of
the RTSS was O(MsN), where Ms was the maximum
number of available time slots in the system. Because
tasks were non-preemptive, Ms≤N . In other words, the
time complexity of RTSS was no more than O(N2).
Therefore, the time complexity of the proposed URH was
O(MN3).
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF URH
To evaluate the performance, the URH was compared
with the MRH [28] and the IC-PCP [1]. All these algo-
rithms were coded in JaveEE and ran with a developed
C-YARN simulator that extended the CloudSim [32] by
adding C-YARN simulation components which support-
ed software locality, DAG based modeling and elastic
resource provisioning. The C-YARN simulator modeled
the Amazon EC2 instance types shown in Table 1.
5.1 Tested workflows
Since the realistic workflows (including Montage, Cy-
berShake, Epigenomics, LIGO, and SIPHT) studied
by Bharathi et al. [33] were typical task-batch based
workflows, they were used for the algorithms’ eval-
uation in this paper. Therefore, the testing workflow
instances were produced by the Workflow Genera-
tor of Bharathi et al. [33] (https://confluence.pegasus.
isi.edu/display/pegasus/WorkflowGenerator). The gen-
erated workflows were saved in XML formats, which
provided network structures, task names and seed run-
ning times. They were extended according to the work-
flows’ characteristics. The software needed by each task
was determined by the task name described in the XML
files. Tasks with the same type of software name and
the same depth implied that they belonged to the same
task-batch. In order to generate the execution time on
different type of VMs, tasks with the same software
requirement were assigned a unified category chosen
from {Normal, High-memory, High-CPU}. Let QMvi and
QCvi be the total memory and CPU workload of vi.
FMδ and FCδ represented the memory and CPU con-
figurations of VM type δ described in Table 1. The
execution time seedvi described in the XML file was
assumed to be the execution time on the N S, M EL
and C M types of instances when the category was
Normal, High-memory and High-CPU respectively. QMvi=
FMδ
t





′ ×seedvi (δt′ = N S, M EL and
C M for Normal, High-memory and High-CPU, respec-






/FCδ }. Data transfers were de-
scribed in the XML files which consisted of the volume
of the data and the transferring directions. For the tested
workflows, the number of tasks took values as fol-
lows: {50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000}. 100
instances were randomly generated for each value and
thus testing a total of 1100 instances. The test-bed
generated in this paper is available on the website
(http://www.seu.edu.cn/lxp/bb/06/c12114a113414/pa
ge.psp).
In the cloud simulation platform, the bandwidth took
values from {1, 10, 100, 1000} (MBps), the software setup
time took values from {0, 5, 10, 15, 20} (seconds) and the
VM loading time was set as 30s. VM instances were
priced by hours as done in the Amazon EC2. We let Tminw
be the shortest execution time of the tested workflow w
with the fastest and sufficient amount of VM instances
and Tmaxw was the longest execution time of w with tasks
being executed sequentially on only the slowest VM
instance. We took the deadlines of each tested workflow
from Tminw ×2n, n=1, 2, 3, ..., L and Tminw ×2L<Tmaxw . 2n was
named as the deadline factor.
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5.2 The competing algorithms
There is no other existing workflow scheduling algorith-
m proposed exactly for the same problem under studied
in this paper. The IC-PCP proposed by Abrishami et al.
[1] and the MRH in Cai et al. [28] were developed for
traditional workflows, which are the most similar to the
task-batch based worklows under study. For the sake of
comparison, both IC-PCP and MRH were adapted for
the considered applications without taking into account
task-batches. In addition, the IC-PCP was modified to
be aware of the operating system loading time and the
software setup time as done in [28]. For a workflow
instance w, the Relative Decreased Percentage (RDP) of
the rental cost obtained by an algorithm A compared




where CIw and CAw were the rental costs obtained by
algorithms IC-PCP and A on instance w respectively. A
larger RDP meant a lower resource rental cost.
There were several components (unit-aware deadline
division, task right-shifting and RTSS) and parameters
(a, b, c and d in RTSS) in the proposed URH. Because the
same realistic workflows were verified, we adopted the
same parameter values of a, b and c to those calibrated
in [28], i.e., a=100, b=10, c=1. The weight d of MPUF
was tested taking values from {0,1,10,100}. If d=0, it
meant that the MPUF rule was not adopted. In addition,
there was two variants for the right shifting operation,
true or false. Based on levels of parameters or variants of
components, we constructed six heuristics as shown in
Table 2.
TABLE 2
Parameter settings of URH heuristics
Name a b c right shifting d
URH00 100 10 1 false 0
URH10 100 10 1 true 0
URH03 100 10 1 false 100
URH11 100 10 1 true 1
URH12 100 10 1 true 10
URH13 100 10 1 true 100
5.3 Impacts of components and parameters on URH
5.3.1 Effectiveness of unit-aware deadline division
The experimental results were analyzed by the multi-
factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) method [34]. The
three main hypotheses (normality, homoskedasticity and
independence of the residuals) were checked and ac-
cepted. The instance type and the deadline factor had
the largest F−ratios which indicated that they had a
statistically significant impact on the response variable
RDP. Figure 8 showed the means plots of RDP (with 95%
Turkey Honest Significant Difference (HSD) confidence
intervals) with different deadline factors. In Figure 8,
URH obtained a statistically significant larger RDP than
MRH on CyberShake and Montage workflows, a little
larger than MRH on LIGO and SIPHT workflows and
similar with the MRH on Epigenomics workflows.
The reason for the better performance obtained by
the URH on CyberShake, Montage, LIGO and SIPHT
workflows was that these types of workflows had unbal-
anced workloads among different stages (batches), i.e.,
a significantly different number of tasks in each stage
and the proposed unit-aware deadline division method
could handle these unbalanced structures better. Figure
9 gave the structure of Montage workflows, of which
the mProjectPP, mDiffFit and mBackground task-units
had heavier workloads. The task deadlines (the largest
one of the same unit) obtained by the MRH and the
task-unit deadlines by URH00 on a realistic Montage
workflow were given on the right of Figure 9, which
showed that the MRH gave mProjectPP, mDiffFit and m-
Background task-units extremely tighter deadlines than
URH00. This was because tasks deadlines in the MRH
were determined separately according to the processing
time of each task rather than by units as done in the
URH00. Gantt charts of the MRH and the URH00 on the
Montage example were also given in Figure 9, which
illustrated that properly allocated task-unit deadlines of
mProjectPP and mDiffFit decreased the number of rented
VM instances significantly (decreasing the VM rental
cost from $12.16 to $1.87).
For the Epigenomics workflows, the URH00 and the
MRH got similar results, which was because most tasks
of Epigenomics workflows needed more than one hour
(one pricing interval) and there was no space for the
unit-aware deadline division method to improve, i.e.,
the proposed URH00 was more suitable for tasks with
smaller execution times than the pricing interval length.
If the rental interval was far smaller than the execution
time, consolidation of tasks to improve the utilization
of rented intervals was no longer important. However,
the task-unit based deadline division still gave more
chances to reuse software and saved the VM loading
time. Figure 10 showed the means plots of RDP with
95% Tukey HSD confidence intervals, the interaction
with the software setup time and the system bandwidth.
The improved percentages of the URH00 compared with
MRH for different software setup times and different
bandwidths were similar, which indicated that the two
factors (software setup time and the bandwidth) had
little effect on the performance of both algorithms. As
a result, these two factors were not discussed in the rest
of this paper.
5.3.2 Effectiveness of task right shifting
Experimental results showed that the task right shifting
worked better for workflows with longer tasks than
others. This was because longer tasks gave more chances
to apply the task right shifting. In the five types of
tested workflows, right shifting only worked better on
Epigenomics and SIPHT workflows. Figure 11 was the
means plot of MRH, URH00 and URH10 (with 95% Tukey
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Fig. 10. The means plot of RDP with 95.0% Tukey HSD
confidence Intervals of the MRH and URH00 as a function
of software setup times and bandwidths.
workflows, which showed that the URH10 got larger
RDP, i.e., task right shifting helped in decreasing the
rental cost. For example, Figure 12 showed the Gantt
charts obtained by the URH00 and the URH10 for an
Epigenomics workflow, in which tasks were scheduled
as early as possible by the URH00 while they were
moved (delayed) to start at the beginning of the next
pricing interval in the URH10. About 5.5% of rental cost
was saved by the URH10 compared with URH00 on
this instance by adopting the task right shifting when
selecting time slots.
5.3.3 Effectiveness of the MPUF rule
Experimental results showed that the MPUF rule worked
better on workflows with deadlines which were longer
than one pricing interval and especially for those with
many shorter tasks such as CyberShake, LIGO and Mon-
tage workflows. Figure 13 showed the means plot of
RDP obtained by URH00 and URH03 on CyberShake and
LIGO workflows. It showed that the MPUF rule worked
when the scheduling horizon was at least longer than
one pricing interval (Deadlinefactor was larger than 8







































Fig. 11. The means plot of RDP with 95.0% Tukey HSD
confidence Intervals of MRH, URH00 and URH10 as a
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Fig. 12. Gantt chats of a Epigenomics workflow obtained
by URH00 and URH10
the Gantt chats obtained by URH00 and URH03 on a
CyberShake workflow instance. Most parts of the second
intervals were wasted because of the deadline constraint
in the solution given by URH00 while the MPUF rule
helped URH03 in avoiding renting the second intervals
by predicting the utilization of newly rented intervals.
The resource utilization of URH00 and URH03 on the
example in Figure 14 were 47.9% and 73.7%, respectively.
On the contrary, when the scheduling horizon was too
loose, there was little chance for the MPUF rule to
improve performance. This was because loose deadlines
usually allowed all compared algorithms to fully consol-
idate tasks to improve the utilization of rented intervals.
Increasing the weight of the MPUF rule had a small
impact on performance. The means plot obtained by
URH11, URH12 and URH13 were shown in Figure 15,
which showed that only a small improvement was ob-
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Fig. 13. The means plot of RDP with 95.0% Tukey HSD
confidence Intervals of algorithms as a function of the
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Fig. 14. Gantt chats of a CyberShake workflow obtained
by URH00 and URH03
creased from 1 to 100 on CyberShake and LIGO work-
flows. This was because the MPUF rule rule was usually
needed in scenarios where the priority values of the first
three rules were almost the same for the candidate inter-
vals. Therefore, the MPUF rule rule worked whenever its
weight was larger than a specific value and performance
could not be improved further even a larger weight was
given.
5.4 Combined results
Experimental results indicated that there were interac-
tions among task right shifting and the MPUF rule, i.e.,
the joint use of them could decrease the resource rental
cost further. Figure 16 was the means plot of RDP of
Epigenomics workflows, which showed that URH10 and
URH03 were similar or a bit worse than the MRH when
the deadline factor was 4. However, URH13 with the
joint use of task right shifting and the MPUF rule was
better than MRH for those instances. The means plot of
all types of workflows in Figure 17 showed that URH13
got a statistically significant higher RDP than MRH in
almost all cases, which also indicated that the combined











































Fig. 15. The means plot of RDP with 95.0% Tukey
HSD confidence Intervals of URH with different predict-
ing weights as a function of the DeadLineFactor for the






































Fig. 16. The means plot of RDP with 95.0% Tukey HSD
confidence Intervals of algorithms as a function of the
DeadLineFactor for the Epigenomics workflows.
and MPUF could decrease the VM rental cost in a very
statistically significant way.
6 CONCLUSIONS
For elastically provisioning VM instances to task-batch
based workflows in C-YARN, a fast and effective heuris-
tic URH was proposed which took advantage of the task-
unit based structures of realistic workflows to divide the
workflow deadline. Experimental results showed that
the unit-aware deadline division method was significant-
ly better than traditional ones. In addition, a rule-based
task scheduling method which consisted of task right
shifting and waste prediction was developed to improve
the performance even further. Experimental results indi-
cated that task right shifting worked better on workflows
with longer tasks while the MPUF rule could improve
the performance of the proposals on workflows with
scheduling horizons longer than the pricing interval. The
combined use of the unit-aware deadline division, task
right shifting and waste prediction resulted in a much
better performance.
Comparing URH heuristics against the MRH, it could
be concluded that deadline division had a statistically
significant impact on the results. Therefore, developing
appropriate deadline division methods according to the
application characteristics was a promising line for fu-
ture research.
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